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Bringing ocean life to home educators 
 
TEACHERS at The Deep have been putting in extra time at the blackboard recently to develop a 
special, day-long programme for people who educate their children at home. 
 
Hull’s iconic aquarium already runs a first class education programme but felt that as there are 
significant numbers of self-educators a purpose designed programme should be developed for them. 
The first Home Educator day will be held on Monday, September 9, when parents who home 
educate and their children will be able to come along and learn what this new venture is all about.  
 
Beginning at 10am, with a welcome session and introduction to The Deep, visitors can then choose 
from a number of science and geography-based workshops in the aquarium’s specially designed 
classrooms. All children participating will receive a certificate of attendance. 
 
Key Stages 1, 2 and 3 in science are catered for with subjects ranging from ‘Lost at Sea’ where pupils 
try to get some seaside animals, lost in a North Sea storm, back to their homes to ‘Oceans Explorer’ 
where students can take a look at our world using NASA technology. 
 
For older children there is a mystery session where pupils have to study evidence and try to work 
out whether Great White Sharks exist in British waters. 
 
There is also a story and play session encouraging people to keep the seaside free of rubbish and 
show care and concern for both living things and the environment. 
 
In a workshop called Getting the Message Across there is the chance to discover the divers’ special 
“rope pull” signs, learn how to use two-way radios and try out some hand signals! This fascinating 
multi-activity workshop allows pupils to investigate different forms of communication used at The 
Deep. 
 
In addition visitors will be able to see a film of The Deep’s divers on their latest trip to Sudan for their 
manta ray conservation project (suitable for age 10+). 
 

The Deep is one of the most spectacular aquariums in the world and is home to a whopping 6,500 
creatures including Europe’s only pair of green sawfish. Pupils and parents can discover the amazing 
story of the world’s oceans through a unique blend of stunning marine life, fun interactive displays 
and audio-visual presentations. There is also the opportunity to enjoy touch pool sessions at 
Discovery Corner, where children can get up close with some of the smaller species including 
starfish, velvet swimmer crabs and spikey sea urchins.  



For each Key Stage there are downloadable trails for the children to enjoy as they go round the 
attraction and these can be printed off in advance at www.thedeep.co.uk/downloadable_resources.  
Those taking part can attend as many workshops as they like, however booking is essential. If you 
are interested please call 01482 381000 to reserve your place. The Deep will need to know the 
number of adults and children attending each session.  
 
-ends- 
 
For more information, please contact Becky Leach, Marketing Manager at The Deep on 01482 
381092 or email becky.leach@thedeep.co.uk.  
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